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All Jews Are Zionists - Ir{ailing The Lie
One of the most widely held myths among anti-semites and the "Jew-wise" is that
all Jews are fervent Zionists and uncompromising supporters of the State of Israel.
Zionism is a fascistic, nationalistic movemen! far more bloodthirsty and ruthless
than Nazism - on which it is based and with which the Zionist movement openly cooperated in the 1930s. This gives credence to the belief among the more extreme
anti-Semites that the entire concept of evil is Jewish, and if only we can get rid of the
Jews, aII will be peace, light and happiness.

Absurd as this idea of a uniquely Jewish evil may be, the nature of Zionism and the
activities of Zionist leaders and terrorists makes it a lot easier to swallow than it
should be. Fortunately, the idea is demonstrably false, because not only are not all
Jews Zionists, but some of the most outspoken critics and enemies of Zionist Imperialism have been and continue to be Jews. To understand how the belief in
universal Jewish acceptance and endorsement of Zionism came about it is necessary
to delve into the murky history of this dreadful, inhuman philosophy.

Origins of Zionism
Although the concept has been around since Biblical times, the modern Zionist
movement only began with Theodor Herzl (1360-1904). Herzl, a lawyer, dramatist
and journalist, was inspired by the Dreyfus case in which the Jewish army officer
was framed for treason. (1) Although Dreyfus wasn't framed because of his Jewish
origins, anti-Semitism became a major issue in the affair. Herzl was correspondent
for an Austrian newspaper at the time, and an assimilationist. The Dreyfus case convinced Herzl that he had found the solution to the Jewish euestion and transformed
him into an ardent Jewish nationalist. A great adrnirer of anti-Semites, Herzl wrote
"Anti-Semitism increases day by day and hour by hour among the nations; indeed,
it is bound to increase, because the causes of its growth continues to exist and cannot
be removed." (2)
In the same work he wrote of the Jews: "When we sink, we become a revolutionary
proletariat, the subordinate officers of all revolutionary parties; at the same time,
when we rise, there rises also our terrible po\yer of the purse. " (3)
This shows that even in the late 19th Century the power of international finance
Jewry, personified by the Rothschild family, was feared by the Gentiles, and, as A.K.
Chesterton observed, "The attraction for a certain type of Jew of subversive activities cannot in honesty be gainsaid." (4)
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Herzl's solution was simple, or so he thought: the Jews were a nation and until they
had their own homeland they would continue to exist as they always had, as parasites on their host. This reference to Jewish "parasitism" was an allusion to the role
Jews played in the rise of modern capitalism, and is the sort of poison used by ',socialists" today to condemn capitalism. Karl Marx had similar ideas. (5)

In

1896, Herzl published his classic pamphlet The Jewish State, (Q originally Addressed to the Rothschilds, but in the first instance it did not go down at all weli, and
he was regarded as something of a crank. (7) However, the Zionist movement grew,
and the concept of a national home for the Jews was, and remains, a good one.

The site of the national home was the source of much debate. Kenya was mooted, as
was Madagascar. (8) Eventually however the home of the ancient Hebrews, palestine, was decided upon, in spite of the fact that the overwhelming majority of today,s
Jews - Ashkenazic Jewry, are descended not from the ancient Hebrews but from the
Khazars, a tribe from beyond the PaIe of Settlement in Russia. (9) The problem with
the choice of Palestine for the Jewish National Homeland is that, contrary to Zionist
propaganda today, it was already occupied by the palestinians.
As the Zionist movement grew, its leaders, including the Russian-born chemist and
schemer Chaim Weizmann (1574-1952), conspired with key members of the British
goYernment to bring about a declaration in favour of the Jewish state in Palestine.
(10) Eventually it was agreed that the Zionists would drag the United States into
World War I and that in return the British goyernment woulcl give spurious legality
to Zionist aspirations. Thus, the land of the Palestinian people was hoise-traded with
the British in return for the spilling of American blood. (11i

Hand In Glove With The l{azis
Still, the Zionist movement was far from popular and would probably have clisintegrated if it hadn't been for the rise of 'Hitler. Although today Zionism,s apologists
emphatically deny it, the German Zionist leaclers were enthusiastic collaborators
with the Nazis. (12) In fact, collaboration is probably the wrong word, for, as the
Jewish Holocaust Revisionist J.G. Burg (13) pointed out at the 19gg "thought crime',
h'ial of Ernst Ztindel in Canada, collaboration is something which occurs betrveen antagonists, which the Nazis and the Zionists never were. (14) Writing in The Hijack
State, the anti-Zionist Jew John Rose claims that on Hitler,s assumption of povier,
the Zionist Federation of Germany sent a memo to the new Ftihrer which read in
part:
"...Zionism hopes to be able to win the collaboration even of a government fundamentally hostile to Jews, because in dealing with the Jewish question no sentimentalities are involved but a real problem whose solution interests all peoples, and at
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the present moment especially the German people." (15) 1\{r Rose, who is a member

of the Socialist Workers' Party, makes one significant mistake in his book: he believes Israel to be a tool of American Imperialism rather than America to be a tool of
Zionist Imperialism.
The Zionists eooperated with the Nazis right up tntilL942. So highly was the Zionist movement thought of by the Nazi hierarchy that Dr Goebbels ordered the minting of a special medal with a swastika on one side and a Star of David on the other.
The Nazi newspaper Der Angriff ran a series of articles praising Zionism, and Zionist
terror gangs \ilere eyen trained by the Nazis. (1Q

Treachery And Consolidation Of Power
By L942,

it

became obvious that the Nazis had bitten off more than they could
chew, (17) so, with the pragmatism for which this perfidious movement of self-aggrandisement has since become renowned, the Zionists turned against their former
friends. They also turned against the British, and, at the very moment the British
and the Allies were fighting to save the Jews of Europe from the "gas chambers",
the Zionists began waging a terrorist war against them.

The campaign in Palestine was waged not only against the British but against the
Arabs, and, although ordinary Jews were unhappy about this treachery, they n'ere
bullied, coerced and threatened into fighting a war of "liberation". (18) The State of
Israel was frnally established after the massacre of some two hundred and fifty innocent men, women and children in the Arab village of Deir Yassin and the expulsion
of the Palestinian people. One of the mass murderers responsible for Deir Yassin
and many other outrages, Menachem Begin, not only went on to become Prime I\Iinister of Israel, but, incredibly, to be jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize with
PresidentAnwar Sadat (19) in 1978. QA)
The Nazi persecution of the Jews, which the Zionists encouraged, may have been
instrumental in the establishment of the State of Israel, but there were two other important factors: the desire of the American Imperialists to create an outpost in the
Middle East, and the subjugation of American Jewry to Zionist "ideals".

The tragedy of European Jewry was to open the door to the Zionists. They exploited the "Holocaust" for all it was worth, claiming that the Jews who were in displaced persons camps had to go somewhere, and where else could they go but to Palestine? (21)
"Membership of the Zionist Organization of America jumped from 43,000 in 1940
to 250,000 in 1948, and suffrage rights in the World Zionist Congress rose nearly
fivefold." Funds sent to Palestine also increased dramatically, from $8 million sent

F
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in 1930-9 to $200 miilion from 193:9 -45. (zz)American Jews in particular have continued to send enormous sums of money to Israel and to lobby voeiferopsly on behalf
of the state, principally because they have been intimidated or blaclanailed into it.
Any Jew who does not support the State of Israel more or less unconditionally is
made to feel like a moral leper or accused of self-hatred.

It is clear from this that although many anti-Semites believe the myth that all Jews
are Zionists, it is the Zionists themselves who created and continue to nurture the
myth, and so also to callously ferment and exploit anti-Semitism. "Anti-Semite" has
become just about the most overused word in the English language. Any Gentile who
attacks Zionist aspirations or perfidy is immediately attacked as an anti-Semite, and
Jews are almost invariably taken in by this piffle. What they seldom realise is that
when Zionists attack "anti-Semites", it is not the Jewish community they are defending, but their own perverted, grasping ideology.
Jews, particularly American Jews, also support Israel for another reason. They
have been convinced by Zionist propaganda that Israel is an island of democracy
surrounded by a sea of Arab tyranny, and that unless they give their all, the Arabs
will drive the Israelis into the sea. (23) Nothing could be further from the truth, for
while there is little in the way of democracy in the Middle East, the government of
Israel remains every bit as tyrannical as any of the Arab "dictatorships".

In December 1992, not for the first or eyen for the hundredth time, the Israeli government put two fingers up to world opinion and expelled four hundred and fifteen
Palestinian men into the desert on the mere suspicion of their being sympathetic to
an Arab "terrorist" group. The crimes and atrocities of Zionism would take an encyclopaedia to catalogue; besides the war of "liberation" they include murders of
diplomats, British soldiers and policemen, shooting Palestinian schoolchildren, dynamiting people's homes and throwing them off the roofs of their houses, beating and
torturing of Arabs arbitrarily amested, and murdering Jewish refugees. (24)
Again, the picture the Western media paints of Israel is of a stable Middle East
democracy surrounded by hostile Arabs, but this is belied by the resistance movements within Israel against Zionist Imperialism. Why then do we not hear about this
in Britain, the United States and elsewhere?

The Zionist Occapation Government
Anti,semites have a very simple explanation for the West's tolerance of the horrors
of Zionism: the West, in particular Capitol llill, is controlled by the Zionist Occupation Government, (ZOG). In order to validate this seemingly absurd claim they
point to the "disproportionate" numbers of Jews in government and the media as
proof of an all-encompassing Zionist conspiracy. Convenient though this hypothesis
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may be, it does not stand up to the slightest scrutiny. Most of the Jews in government are there on ability. Professor Hans Eysenck for example points out that Jews
on aYerage rate 15 IQ points higher than white Gentiles and about 30 points higher
than blacks. (25) There are very large numbers of Jews in the media, and substantial
tranches of the American media in particular are Jewish-owned, including at one
time every studio in Hollywood, (2Q but again, this is not proof of conspiracy anymore than the massive ownership of British retail businesses by Asians is proof of an
Asian conspiracy. How then does "ZOG" work?
The Zionist control of U.S. foreign policy and of the American media is less a conspiracy than a mind-sel This mind-set has been imposed on the American people
and the British people not by some mythical Jewish financial hegernony QT) or
world plot, but by the simple methods of intensive lobbying and emotional blackmail. Lobbying is not confined to "Jewish" organisations, (28) nor even to "ethnic"
ones, but the servants of Imperial Zion have been at it longer than most, and they
have certainly turned it into a frne arL (29) To cite just one example, in 1975, after
he had mildly praised PLO Chairman Yasser Arafa! (30) a US Senator received
within the space of one week twenty-two hundred telegrams and four thousand letters, 95 percent of them hostile. (31) Such media blitzes by Organised Zionist Jewry
are two a penny, especially with any matter relating to Israel.

The Zionists have also used their muscle to remove politicians who refuse to tow
their line of fawning subservience to the Zionist entity. (32) Zionist emotional blackmail tactics are eYen more effective, as stated, they simply brand anyone who opposes their aspirations "anti-Semitic". They have also used the "Holocaust" to instil
a massive guilt complex in white Gentiles, not just the Germans, who have paid
massive reparations to the State of Israel for the six million Jews allegedly murdered
by the Nazis. (34)

If the Zionists' hate campaigns have caused pain and unnecessary suffering to Gentiles, (Germans and Palestinians in particular), they have also caused much agony
for Jews, especially the pious religious Jews throughout the Diaspora, who, uninvolved with politics, live their lives constantly in the shadow of anti-Semitism. It is
these Jews, Torah. Jews - Hassidim and other Orthodox sects who are visibly recognisable as Jews - who are more often than not singled out for attacks by anti-semites
or reprisals by vengeful Arabs. Observant Jews who live under Halakhah never
break the arms of Palestinian "rioters", throw them off the roofs of their houses or
dynamite their homes: the Talm.ud specifically forbids things like that. But the secular Zionists have their own law and their own moral code, one which is best summed
up by the phrase Israeltiber alles.

Finally, it should be pointed out that anti-Zionist Jewsr the Neturei Karta (Friends
of Jerusalem) sect for example, have themselves been persecuted by the Zionists. According to the Neturei Karta, the State of krael can only be established by the Mess-
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iah, and clearly neither David Ben-Gurion nor any of his even more murderous successors fits that description. (35)
The idea that all Jews are Zionists (3q is then manifestly a lie, but it is a lie that is
often repeated in earnest by anti-Semites and by their fellow travellers, while it is
perpetuated wilfully by Zionist Jewry. According to Zionist organisations, antiSemitism is rife in the West in particular and continues to grow hourly. Their "solution" for this is more and more " anti-racisr" legislation. And the mass subversion of
individual rights.
The truth is very different: while only a fool or an ignoramus would deny the reatity of anti-Semitism, it is no more common and indeed a Iot less common than any
other form of group hatred. We live in a world where men must hate; why should
they hate Jews less than they hate anyone else? Organised anti-Semitism will neYer
meet with any success, provided we preserve democratic institutions, including freedom of speech. The picture the Zionists paint of pogroms and an imminent "Ilolocaust" unless we surrender all our civil liberties and hard won freedoms is just not
true. Who can remember the last time a British Jew was murdered simply because
he was a Jew?

In reality, most Jews are murdered by Jews, most white Gentiles by white Gentiles,
most blacks by blacks, and so on. Most people of all races are more likely to be murdered by members of their own group, friends, or even spouses. In this the Jewish
people are no dffierent from anyone else. Indeed, more than any other ethnic group,
by their continued acquiescence to the cancer of Zionism, they are in eYery sense
their own worst enemy.

Four Zionist Groups
Who Peddle Their?oison
In Britain And The United States
be nigh on impossible to list every Zionist organisation or group in the
West, there must be titerally hundreds if not thousands. Many, like the Board of Deputies of "British" Jews, are not devoted exclusively to the suppression of civil liberties and churning out hate propaganda but carry out the far more mundane work of
organising Jewish charities, fund-raising, community liaison and so on. Below are
listed four of the major Zionist "thought police" organisations.

It would
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The Anti-D efamation League
Founded in 1913 under the auspices of B'nai B'rith, (37) the ADL monitors the
Arnerican news media for any manifestation of "anti-Semitism" and keeps editors in
line with threats of Jewish advertising bans and the like. When the ADL was
founded it unquestionably served a useful purpose. Jews were at one time subject to
severe, arbitrary "anti-Semitism" in the United States as indeed in Britain. This was
not for the most part outright Jew-hating, but the kind of petty bigotry and snobbishness which most people today find irksome. (38) The ADL and Gother organisations also helped counter Nazi propaganda, although the ADL in particular has
never been slow to peddle its own propaganda, including outright lies.

Two ADL staffers, Forster and Epstein, have written a number of books about
anti-Semitism, real and imagined. One such book, The New Anti-Seruitisnt, Q9)
branded the musicalJesus Cltrist Superstar " anti-Semitic"

!

Alfred Lilienthal said of this book that it "contains no index, probably purposely
becarxe it would have quickly revealed an imposing roster of responsible people
Iisted as 'anti-Semites."' (40) He refers to the authors as the "the high priests of anti-

anti-Semitism". (41)

AIPAC
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee is the major Zionist lobbying body
in tlre United States. Its job is to convince the gullible goyim that a strong Israel is in
the best interests of the United States and to maintain America's so-called "special
relationship" with the Zionist entity - a euphemism for screwing dollars out of the
American taxpayer in order to oppress the Palestinian people. AIPAC also smears as
anti-semitic all opponents of Israel, and raises funds from the Jewish comrnunity by
feeding off its paranoia.

AIPAC has a staff of approximately 61; (42) itwas founded in 1959. (a3) So great is
AIPAC's power that it even succeeded in ousting Senator William Fulbright, rvho
was Chairman of the Senate tr'oreign Relations Committee. Fulbright had been so
foolish as to announce to the nation on CBS TV that "Israel controls the Senate".
(44)
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The Board of Deputies

of "British" Jews

This organisation was set up in L760 as a sort of Jewish parliamenl The Board of
Deputies has many functions ranging from the supervision of sftechitato general welfare to lobbying for laws against group libel, specifically against Jews but increasing'
ly to cover all other forms of racial "discrimination" and "incitement". (4Q Except
Zionism of course. The Board has also repeatedly tried to outlaw Ifolocaust Revi'
sionism and has used every dirty trick under the sun to suppress racists, Holocaust
Revisionists and anyone its members don't like. Its persistent assaults on democracy,
free speech in partieular, are unquestionably a major source of anti-semitism in the
United Kingdom, but it is just possible that the not-so-learned Elders of Woburn
House are too thick-skinned to realise it. The real hub of the Zionist octopus as it
were is the Board's so-called " defence committee " . At the time of writing its director
is Mike Whine - we kid you not, that really is his name.

Seqrchlight
Searchlighr is a so-called "anti-fascist" magazine. Founded either in 1964 or 1962 as
a "news agency" - depending on which version of the fairy tale you read, (4Q it very
cleverly does not concern itself with Zionism, and has certainly never condemned
Zionist atrocities. Instead, it attacks white nationalist groups as fascist, anti-Semitic
and neo-N azi. Searcfullglrr works hand in glove with both the Board of Deputies of
"British" Jews and theBritish Secret State.In recent years however it has shown it'
self in its true colours by attacking anti-Zionist groups and individuals, smearing
them as anti-Semitic, police informants or as neo-Nazi collaborators.

The real power of Searchligizr though is the stranglehold this fascistic organisation
has gained over the British media. Almost eyery smear story on the extreme right
. which has appeared in the British media over the past twenty and more years has
been fed to it either by searchlight or by someone associated with this error-prone
magazine.

Like its master though, Searchligh./'s power is on the wane. It has increasingly been
(equally un'
exposed as a tool of the Secret State and a subversive influence upon the
with it;
work
deinocrati c) " anti-racz.sf " movemenl Many black groups now refuse to
of its
anarchists, who have long recognised it for what it is, have been victims
and
publisher
smears, some of which have gone over the top and rebounded on its
editor i...y Gable. Another year or two, if not sooner, and it will be discredited
completely.
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Confi,r,'ma{ion of tl?e Poweypf the f,ionist Octopus Fro"m an Impeicably pro-Zi,6nist Source
Further confrrmation of the power of international Zionist Jewry comes from a
staunchly pro-Israel source, Rabbi Meir Kahane, the Zionist fanatic and founder of
both the Kach movement and the quasi-terrorist Jewish Defence League. Kahane
was assassinated in New York in November 1990. His uncompromising policy for a
Greater Israel and expulsion of the Palestinians was a bit too candid even for the Israel-i.iber-alles brigade, and he was denounced as aracist, fascist and even a Nazi. (47)

In his book

Uncomfortable Questions For Confortable Jews, (48) Kahane revealed
that the same dirty tricks the Zionists use against anti-Semites (real and imagined)
were used against him.

"I

have seen Jewish Establishments in the United States pressure hotels and halls to
cancel contracts for meetings... " (49)
These involved threats of "possible violence" and losing Jewish business. (50)

Kahane railed at the leaders of Diaspora Jewry, "The Jewish'leaders, the feudal
barons of the Exile. How they hate and fear Kahane and move heaven and earth to
silence him there. IIow they frantically use their awesome money and power...to prevent Kahane from appearing...Through the weapons of fear and monetary blackmail, they rule unfettered, never elected by the community, never questioned by the
bleating flocks." (51)
Shades of

Herzlts ".terrible power of the purse" or eyen the Protocots of Zion. (52)

Kahane is incensed at the way Jews are manipulated by their leaders. He says,
"The feudal barons of Israel and the Jewish Establishment leaders in the United
States and other parts of the Exile, control the Jewish community in a way that is almost breathtaking in its awesomeness. They use this power to put into motion their
drive to smear, defame and destroy... " (53)
He was referring to himself here, but the point should be taken.
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Judaisrn or Zionism?
The traditional Orthodox Jewish view of Zionism is that it is a spiritual concept,
one of the major tenets of the Jewish faith. Like the aforementioned Neturei Karta,
Orthodox Jews believe that only the Messiah can establish the State of Israel. The
Diaspora - the great dispersion of the Jewish people throughout the world - is seen as
a divine act, and anti-semitism is seen as a divine means of keeping the Jews on the
straight and narrow until the Messiah comes. (54)
The Jewish religion is implaeably opposed to the concept of Zionism as expressed
by the secular Zionist movement but the secular and for the most part atheistical
Zionists have such a stranglehold over Orthodox Judaism that even senior rabbis
are afraid to speak out over Zionist atrocities and human rights abuses. The reason
Lord Jakobovits retired early from his post as Chief Rabbi was because he had been
so foolish as to suggest in the mildest of terms that the Palestinians should have basic
human rights. (55)
The idea that the creation of the State of Israel is in accord with Biblical prophesy
is totally untenable. Even arch-Zionist Rabbi Meir Kahane recognised this. Kahane
condemned Israel unequivocally:

"Israel today is a state with a rampant drug problem, a spiralling crime rate with
ever-increasing 'hard' offences such as murder, seyere assault and rape; vandalism
and extortion by school children against property and fellow students; an alarmingly
large number of prostitutes; hard-core pornography and one of the largest rates of
children born out of wedlock and abortions in the world." (56)
When one adds to this the military occupation, the torture of arbitrarily arrested
Palestinian prisoners, the dynamiting of their homes and the murders of their children, Israel doesn't sound much like the Promised Land, does it?

.Iewish Condemnation of Zionist Atrocities,
and the Intifada
The creation of the State of Israel was viewed by many Jews as virtually a Biblical
miracle. We have already disposed of that nonsense. Rather it was a tribute to'the
power of Organised Jewry and powerful financial forces - Jewish and Gentile '
which schemed to bring it into being for their orvn sinister ends.

For the first few years, the first decades of its existence in fact, the State of Israel
was romanticised, and by ancl large it got everything it asked for and more, including the unqualified ancl uncritical support of all but a tiny fraction of Diaspora
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Jewry. The picture was painted of gallant Iittle Israel, an island of democracy in a
sea of Arab tyranny. Even after the Sinai War (1956), the Six Day War (1967), and
the Yom Kippur War (1973), this was possible.

True, there was the United Nations' 1975 condemnation of Zionism as a form of
racisml and there were anti-Zionists like British actress Vanessa Redgrave who was
brave enough to risk the wrath of the Zionist octopus by speaking up for Palestinian
rights. But by and large, critics of Zionist atrocities could simply be denounced as
anti-Semitic (or cranks if they happened to be Jewish). To ram the message home,
all it was necessary to do was to flash a few photographs of Belsen on the TV screen
or photographs in the press and scream "Isn't six million Jews enough? " Then there
was the monstrosity Holocausr, which was spewed out by the Zionist movie moguls in
1978. (57) The Jews as well as the goyim were kept firmly in line. Then another "Holocaust" happened.
In September 1982, the Israelis committed an act of genocide in the Lebanon. True
to form, they didn't soil their own hands with it - presumably they were too busy
torturing Palestinians and dynamiting their houses. Instead, they sent their murderous friends the "Christian" Phalangists into the camps at Sabra and Shatila where
they butchered hundreds of innocent people, mostly women and children. The London Times reported that the Red Cross had counted 293 bodies which had been
removed from the camps. (58) According'to one repor! the Israelis gaye the Phalangists bulldozers to bury the dead. (59) During the liberation of Belsen at the end of
the Second World War, such emotive photographs were used by the Allies as
"proof" of the Nazis' alleged genocide of the Jews. No such creative camerawork
was permitted here, but for a time at least it seemed that world Jewry had finally got
the message.

Jewish organisations worldwide condemned the outrage. The Chief Rabbi, Sir
(ater Lord) Immanuel Jakobovits, said he was shattered. (60) The American Jewish
Committee and the American Jewish Congress issued a joint statement calling for a
fuII enquiry, "We believe that Israel owes this to itself and to the civiiized world."
(61) Even "Nazi Hunter" Simon Wiesenthal - to his everlasting eredit - called for the
criminals to be brought to book. (62) Jews could not demand trials of Nazis suspected of murdering millions of fellow-Jews in the Second World War and then not
expect the criminals in Lebanon to be tried, he said. (63)

In krael, there were mass protests, (64) while an article in the creeping Ieft wing
New Statesman showed Jewish protesters outside Israeli offices in New York, one carrying a poster bearing the legend LEBANESE HOLOCAUST. (65)

However, Iike the gang of murderers, crooks and thugs they are, the kraeli government ignored world opinion and issued a communique claiming: "On the New Year,
a blood libel was levelled at the Jewish State and its goyernment, against the Israeti
Defence Forces." (66) It also refused to cooperate with the inquiry and advised Is-
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raelis not to. (67) This should have surprised no one. Thirty years earlier, Defence
Minister Ariel @utcher of Beirut) Sharon had ordered a massacre of 66 men,
women and children in the West Bank village of eibua. (6g)

Although there are still Israeli peace campaigners, and Jews remain some of the
strongest critics of Zionist Imperialism worldwide, the outrage over the massacres of
Sabra and Shatila did not last. It was soon "business as usual" for the fsraelis, with
the proxy Zionist Occupation Government of AIPAC and its fellow travellers demanding more "aid" from the United States goyernment and smearing all its detractors as "anti-Semitic".
However, in December 1987, a new era of resistance to Zionist tyranny was born
when Palestinian youths in the West Bank revolted against their oppressors, throrving stones at Israeli soldiers. Like the cowards and hypocrites they are - only Jervish
suffering matters to them, remember - the occupiers began shooting back in ,'selfdefence". In the first year of the uprising - known by its Arabic name, htifud^a - 40A
Palestinians were killed and some 20,000 injured. (69) Many of those murdered by
the Israeli "soldiers" are children. (70)

Although at the time of writing, the futifudais entering its sixth year and the United
States is still under siege from the noisy; vociferous Zionist lobby, there are signs
that the wind of change is blowing over the Middle East. And in the West. Where before, only anti-Semites and conspiracy cranks dared to even mention the power of
the Zionist lobby, (71) now even powerful politicians, some with the most philoSemitic antecedents, have begun to challenge it.
The PLO's representative in London openly refers to Capitol Hill as "those other
Occupied Territories", and the Zionists can't always get everything they want by
screaming "anti-Semite" at the tops of their voices and bombarding the press rvith
images of Belsen. The "Holocaust" \ryeapon no longer has the efficacy it once had,
except when used against the likes of the British National Party and other loony
right wing groups, who will never be able to muster any popular support anyway.

An increasing number of Jewish academics and politicians have also joinecl in calls
for justice for the Palestinian people and the creation of a Palestinian state. These include the Labour MP Gerald Kaufman, a fawning "a\ti-racisr" Jewish "liberal',, the
type who loudly condemns any manifestation of racial consciousness in Britain's
i.,
white majority. (72)
Although anti-Semites still attempt to portray all Jews as Zionists, and the Zionists
themselves are still hard at work promoting this belief, the lie is dead in all but
name. Not all Jews are Zionists, increasingly they are turning against this poisonous
ideology. Torah Jews in particular are beginning to realise that their religion, the
Mother of all religions, has been hijacked by a vicious, inhuman, "nationalistic"
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movement. An "ideology" which has only survived for so long by deceit, treachery
and emotional blackmail. And whose days are nearly over.

Annendix: Thg-Merydpstty- gf z-ioa aryd the power
vrlvt of the
Otfopus: Two Unpnbu;h-i|d Eoot"iie;;i,w;'.v ^
Over the past few years a number of books have been published which speak of the
Israeli government and the Israel lobby in the United States in less than glowing
terms. Twenty, even ten years ago, such books would have been routinely branded
"anti-Semitic" and consigned to the memory hole. Although they still are denounced
as such, and although organisations such as the ADL and the Board of Deputies of
"British" Jews will continue to wail and gnash their teeth oyer any criticism at all of
the "Chosen Raceu stoically refusing to believe that any Jew anywhere at any time
could ever be capable of any act of evil, the gullible goyim are beginning to wake up.
So, fortunately, are the Jews, who are slowly realising how they ui" *unipulated and
exploited by Imperial Zion. This latter cannot be overemphasised, neither can the
increasingly vocal opposition within Israel.

The two book reviews which follow, both unpublished, (both were written for a
now, unfortunately, defunct publication), give an insight into the way the black veil
of censorship is slowly being lifted from the public on both sides of the Atlantic and
in krael itself on the genocidal policies of the fascistic Israeli government. But a
word of warning: Zionism may be the greatest threat to world perce extant, but it is
by far from the only one. The really important question is not how have the Zionists
been able to get away with their mendacity for so long, but why have the tables
turned so dramatically over the past ten years? The answer certainly has something
to do with the increased perception of the suffering of the Palestinian people, bui
equally it has a lot to do with po\ver politics, in which, ultimately, Zionism may yet
proye to be merely another pawn in the game.

Secret Wars And Dirty

Trick

Few people have made more noise about persecution than the Jews, the Israelis in
particular. Whether or not they have suffered more pogroms, massacres, ostracism
and hatred than any other ethnic, racial or religious group remains to be seen, but
one thing is for sure, they can certainly give as good as they get. In Israel's Secret
Warsr lan Black and Benny Morris thoroughly document the activities of Israeli Intelligence: the world-renowned (and feared) Mossad, and the two lesser known but
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equally ruthless services: Aman
Espionage)

ffiIitary

Intelligence) and the Shin Bet, (Counter

This book is one long catalogue of horrors - from the illegal kidnapping and judicial murder of Adolf Eichmann in the early 60s to the 1973 murder of a Moroccan
waiter in the Norwegian town of Lilliehammer and the 1981 bombing of Iraq,s nuclear reactor. If the Eichmann affair can be justifred by the nature and extent of his
alleged crimes, the only crime Ahmed Bouchiki was ever guitty of was looking like
AIi Hassan Salameh, a Black September terrorist.
The authors base their book on official sources, newspaper reports and interviews
with former Israeli Intelligenee personnel, including a few who agreed to be identified. This is a thoroughly good (if heavy) read, although it does rather gloss over the
Palestinian expulsion and the Jews' terrorist war against the British, (at a time when
they were busy saving European Jewry from the "X'inal Solution" be it noted). The
intifuda is barely mentioned either, and nothing at aII is said about the practice of
shooting Palestinian schoolchildren for the heinous crime of throwing stones at occupying soldiers, but, surprisingly, the late Moshe Dayan comes out of this book very
well, as does Irgun terrorist and (recently deceased) mass murderer Menachem
Begin, who was later to be elected prime minister.

If all this seems terribly one-sided, it is the authors' fault, but another thing they
have stressed too little if at all is the resistance of the Israeli public. Israelis themselves have been less than satisfied at some of the crimes that have been eommitted
in their name, and to be fair, if the Arabs are less murderous than the Israelis, the
main reason for this is that they are far less efficient.

Though however much one may condemn the fascistic philosophy of potitieal Zionism, the existence of Israel is every bit as much a reality as the existence of the
United States. One can hardly redress the enormous injustice perpetrated against
the Palestinian people by perpetrating an equally great injustice against the Israelis.
It is for this reason that the two'state solution to the Palestinian problem is the only
feasible one. Though the evidence presented in this book seems to indicate that this is
something which Israel's paranoid security services and equally paranoid government will never allow.

Israel's Secret Wars: A History of Israel's Intelligence Services by Ian Black and
Benny Morris, is published by Futura, (L992).634 pages. Indexed, thoroughly referenced.
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Give Us What We Want (or we'll call you anti-Semitic)
In Iiberal democracies, pressure groups, powerful minority voting blocks and lobbies often wield influence out of all proportion to the numbers in the population they
represent Or claim to represenl But when the lobby concerned is a Jewish lobby, it
doesn't just wield enonnous lDwer, butii$talls fear and often spinelessness in Gentile and Jew alike by the inclusion of two other and very formidable weapons: emotional blackmail (usually in relation to the "Holocaust") and the fear of being

branded anti-Semitic.

Any testimony to the reality of Jewish power is sure to provoke this latter, and
usually groundless, charge. Genuine anti-Semites haye all sorts of absurd ideas and
fantasies about Jewish control of the media, the money supply and, in the United
States, the ZOG (Zionist Occupation Government). Some of these ideas and writings
are pure hate - tbe Protocols of Zion is the most infamous example - so one must
tread wearily whenever the question of "Organised Jewry" is rnentioned. Nevertheless, with problems of the Middle East which arose by the 1948 creation of the state
of Israel and the subsequent Palestinian Diaspora, it should not come as a complete
surprise as this controversy lingers on, that even liberal politicians and statesmen
are becoming aware of the reality of Jewish power and the dirty tricks and tactics
used by the American Zionist lobby.
,,:

!..

Paul Findley, a US Congressman for over twenty years, has written a book which
should rest proudly on every anti-Semite's bookshelf. That's the bad news. The even
worse news is that far from being a raving anti-Semite, Findley is one such liberal
with impeccable credentials, and his book They Dare To Speak Out is thoroughly, almost embarrassingly referenced.
Findley first became embroiled in this most controversial issue when he secured the
release of an American political prisoner who had been incarcerated for espionage in
South Yemen. Taking an armful of gifts with hirn, including three scholarships for
Yemeni students, he accomplished his mission then went on to meet Arafat himself
and to become an outspoken critic of the US krael lobby. This quickly brought him
into conflict with AIPAC (the American Israel Public Affairs Committee), and it is
this Orwellian organisation that his book is mostly about.
Findley documents in minute detail how AIPAC activists silence all opposition, how
Arafat helped the US during the hostage crisis yet was betrayed, how Zionists use
their money and votes to keep dissenting politicians in line, how academic freedom is
stifled and how Jews themselves are controlled by the lobby.

This book is so candid that it is embarrassing. Hence, the Israelis always get what
they want, whether it is funding or weapons, so why not give it to them anyway without getting their backs up? Telephone blitzes, mass mailings and wailing and whin-
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ing about the Holocaust all come into it. Findley also raises the question of anti-Arab
discrimination and stereotyping which, if it were apptied to Jews, would lead to
screarns of outrage.
Horvever, while the author has done a terrific job exposing the vested Jewish interests in the United States, he fights shy of mentioning the equally powerful Gentile
vested interests which are behind the Americans' sudden realisation that the Palestinians have rights.I4particular, although he cites its journal ForeignAffalrs, he does
not discuss the role of the Council on Foreign Relations, nor does he even mention
the Trilateral Commission.
The CFR, which was founded in 1919, is widely regarded by conspiracy theorists as
the invisible government of the United States, while the Trilateral Commission is a
formidable "think tank" totally subservient to the mega-billion dollar Rockefeller
interests. (73) Although Findley is definitely not a member of the Trilateral Commission, he is an "insider". (74) Paradoxically, Jews are also prominent in both the
CFR and the Trilateral Commission, as indeed they were in the Carter administration, which Findley claims was given a rough ride by the Zionists.

Although Findley may be sincere when he ctaims he wants to see a just settlement
in the Middle East, he has told less than the whole truth. If the United States does
eventually succeed in breaking the stranglehold the Zionists have long held over US
foreign policy, it is doubtful if its new masters will serye interests which will be any
less alien to the American dream.
, -),,,
None of the foregoing should be allowed to blind us to the reality of anit'semitism;
it is a sad fact that there are Jew-haters in eyery strata of Western society, and by
haters I mean IIATERS. Some people (including those who ought to }arow better)
hate them with a depth and intensity which belies rational thought - I know, I've met
them! But Jews in particular should realise that though crying wolf may bring results in the short term, in the longer term it may lead to their being ignored or even
ridiculed. The one time they genuinely cry wolt society may not listen. Findley's
book (among other things) demonstrates that the plutocracy has already gro\yn
weary of their protestations, it may not be very much longer before the rest of society follows.

Dare To Speak Out: People and Instituti.orts Confront Israel's Lobby by Paul Findley is published by Lawrence Hill.362'pages.Index. Thoroughly referenced.
They
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Notes and References'
(1) Captain Alfred Dreyfus (1859-1935) was indicted for high treason and convicted
by a military court in December 1894. The principal evidence against him was a
memorandum said to be in his handwriting, but the case against him was obviously
rigged. Campaigners won a second trial for Dreyfus in 1899 when he was again convicted. He was finally exonerated only in 1906.

(2) Page 90-1, The Jewish State, by Theodor Herzl, published by Constable and
Company, London, (19S8). Reprint of the American Zionist Emergency Council edition of 1946 with an Introduction by Louis Lipsky and a biography by Alex Bein.
(3) Herzl, page 91, (ibid).

(4) Page 2L2, The New Unhappy Lords: An Exposure of Power Politics, published by
Candour Publishing Co, Hampshire, Fourth Revised Edition, 2nd Printing, (September 1975).

Chesterton was a pre-war fascist and a virulent anti-Semite who later moderated
his views, probably when he realised that a certain type of Gentile also finds subversive activity attractive.
(5) Anti-Semites today make much of the Jewish origins of this quack economist
and "philosopher". The "Jewishness" of Marx is seen to be fundamental to the supposedly all-pervasive international Jewish conspiracy. However, Marx was Jewish
only by birth, and it is well-documented that his views of the Jewish religion and of
Jewish culture generally were not that far removed from those of Hitler. Marx was
also an ardent supporter of slavery. His views on the Jewish question and race
generally have been documented by a number of books, for example, Nathaniel
Weyl's Karl Marx, Racist.
(6) Herzl, The Jewish State, (op cit).

(7) When American-Jewish financier Jacob Schiff met Herzl for the first time he
said Zionism was "a sentimental theory" without a future. * Even the man who was
to become the architect of Herzl's dream, Chaim Weizmann, was' in the early days
of Zionism, regarded as little more than the Machiavellian schemer that he was. One
scholar has written of him: "When [the First World War] began, his cause was
hardly known to the principal statesmen of the victors. It had many enemies, and
some of the most formidable were among the most highly placed of his own people. "
*r<
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*

Page 14, Tlrc Lobby: Jewbh Political Power And American Forei.gn Policy, by Edward Tivnan, published by Simon and Schuster, New York, (1987).

**

Cited on page 87 of Behind The Balfuur Declaratiott: The

Hi.d"den Origins of
Mideast Crisis, by Robert John, published by the Institute for Historical Review, Costa Mesa, California, (1983).
Tod^ay's

(8) Another possibilily was Argentina. Herzl, Jewish state, page 95, (op cit).

(9) See for example under l{hazars in The (Jniversal Jewish Encyclopedia, Volume 6,
pages 375-8, published by Universal Jewish Encyclopedia Inc., New Yorlg (L942).
(10) The Balfour Declaration has been described as the most remarkable proclamation ever issued by any goyernment anywhere at any time. One nation promised to
the second the country of a third which was at that time ruled by a fourth.
(11) Anti-Semites often make much of this, claiming that the " International Jews "
dragged America into the war. However, the Americans did not come into the war
until 1917, and so bloody was the "Great War" that one million Frenchmen had
been lost by the end of 1915 alone.

It is indeed true that the international

banking houses - many of them Jewish great
made a
deal of money out of the war, as out of all wars, but Gentile bankers
were involved in the financing of the war too, in particular the House of Morgan,
which was anxious to drag in the United States because it had underwritten vast
loans to the British government. Neither should it be forgotten that Jews, ordinary
working men, fought on both sides of the First World War. They too were victims of
Zionist mendacity.
(12) Jewish historian and Zionist apologist Robert Wistrich is one "expert" who
endorses this piffle. Writing in the introduction to Anti-Zionism and Antisemiti.sm in
the Contentporary World, * page 4, he says this is " [a] mode of dehumanising Zionism
as a form of demonic neo-Nazism...[by creating t]he image of an inhuman, repulsive,
treacherous and ruthless movement animated by an evil essence and a remorseless
drive for power."

Which, we must admit, is a pretty accurate description of Zionist ideology.

* Artti-Zionism

and Antisentitisnt

in the Contemporary World, Edited by Robert S.

Wistrich, published by Macmillan in association with the Institute of Jewish Affairs,
London, (1990).
(13) Though the Zionists and their dupes in the media, politics and academia
scream that Holoeaust Revisionisrn is "Nazi", the slightest impartial examination of
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this supposedly so controversial field soon convinces one otherwise. Burg, who died
shortly after the Zundel trial, was one of the pioneers of Holocaust Revisionism, long
before the anti-Semite David Irving entered the arena by endorsingThe Leuchter Report. Burg published his first book on Holocaust Revisionism, Schuld und Schicksal
(Debt andDestitty),inL962. He was subsequently beaten up by Zionist thugs while visiting his wife's graYe. [See pages lL-Z of The Hoax of tlrc Twentieth Century, by Arthur R. Batz, published by Historical Review Press, Brighton, Second Edition,
(Le77)1.

(14) "In this context, he wrote and spoke only of 'cooperation', since 'collaboration' is basically between opponents." For " [n]ot only David Ben-Gurion but ,almost
all recognized fZionistl leaders came from Palestine to Germany in order to cooperate in Jewish questions..."' He said that the head of Zionism in Germany at the time
Ilitler took power was Dr. Leo Baec\ and Burg quoted him as declaring that the interests of Jewry and German National Socialism were 'identical.t " lPage 237 of THE
HoLocAUST oN TRIAL: THE CASE oF ERNST zuNDEL, By Robert Lenski, pubIished by Reporter Press, Decatur, AIa, USA, (1939).
(15) Rose is citing here from the Guardian of May 26th, 1986. See Israel: The Hijack
State: America's watcltdog itt the Middle Eastrby John Rose, (page 45), published by

Bookmarks, London, (1980.
(16) All this and more is documented in Criminal Alliance of Zionisnt and Nazism:
Press Conference of tlrc Anti-Zionist Committee of Soviet PLtbli.c Opini.on. October 12,
1984, published by Anti-Zionist Committee of Soviet Public Opinion Moscow 1985 Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, (19S5).

In his recently published book Israel and the New World Order, author Andrew
Hurley reveals that the Lehi terror gang sought an alliance with the Nazis against
the British at the end of 1941. * It shouid be noted that this was at a time when the
Nazis were allegedly committing atrocities against the Jews of Europe and when the
British were fighting the Nazis, supposedly to make the world safe for democracy
and for Jews to live in. Nor was this an isolated instance. The Lehi sent the Nazis a
memo and the Revisionist Press praised Hitler. The leader of the Lehi at this time
was the thug Yitzhak Shamir, who, like his fellow mass murderer Menachem Begin,
went on to become Prime Minister of Israel.
* Page 43, ISRAEL and the NEW woRLD )RDER, by Andrew J. Hurley, published
by f ithian Press, tr'oundation for a New world order, Santa Barbara, (1991).
(17) Notwithstanding the well-documented fact that Hitler never wanted war with
Britain in the first place and did everything in his power to sue for peace. So too did
members of the British Cabinet, but Churchill would have none of it, partly because
he was taking backhanders from both the Zionists and the Czechs, and partly be-
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cause he was hell-bent on destroying Nazism, whatever the cost to the Germans,
Jewry, or to his own people.
(18) According to a declassified formerly top secret document dated 8th November
L944, * there were no less than seven terrorist groups operating in Palestine at the
time. This document says of the Irgun that "In its search for funds, the Irgun has
not hesitated to use strong-arm methods to convince Jewish restaurant and shop
proprietors of the va.lidity of the frgun's interpretation of the Scriptures." **

* PJ.C. Paper No. 2 (Revised). Jewislt lllegal Organisations itr Palestine.

**

Page 6.

(19) President Sadat was later assassinated by Islamic extremists. Begin died a
natural death in 1992, and, incredibly, was mourned as a national hero. This is the
depths to which Zionism sinks, that it makes heroes out of the murderers of ryomen
and children.
(20) In reprisal for Deir Yassin, the Arabs massacred 79 medical personnel. An eye
for an eye leaves us all blind.

(21) The reality was that Palestine was the last place any of them wanted to go.
Most looked towards the United States as the land of opportunity, but not only did
the Americans not want them, neither did the Zionists want them to go to America.
This is still the situation now, Israel's most fanatical supporters and apologists are
American Zionist Jews. There is a saying that a Zionist is a Jew who gives money to
a second Jew to send a third Jew to Israel.

Q2) Page 222, Jews and Money: The Myths and the Reality, by Gerald Krefetz, pubIished by Ticknor & Fields, New Haven and New York, (1982).
(23) It is a moot point why they should even care. An American Jew should owe his
first allegiance to America; a British Jew to Britain...Zionism is, in the fullest sense
of the word, treason.

Q4) OnePalestinian has written, "...what is the difference between this and Hitler?
You say you do not want Hitler and you do not want Nazism, so why are you murdering now? " * He is right in sentiment if not in fact; there has never been any proof
that Hitler ordered the extermination of the Jews; the Final Solution was merely
their deportation.

One of the best sources of information on Zionist mendacity and atrocities is 77re
Zioni.st Connection, ** by thle anti-Zionist Jew Alfred Lilienthal, who documents their
atrocities in considerable depth. For example, on page 185 he reveals that in Septem-
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br

1977, the Swiss League for Human Rights confirmed the pattern of human
rights abuses which were revealed by a Sundny Times "Insight" team earlier that

year.
* Justice and the Intifada: Palestininns and Israelis Speak OutrEdited by Kathy Bergen, David Neuhaus and Ghassan Rubeiz, published by Friendship Press, New York,
(1ee1).

** The Zionist Connection: Wat Price Peace?, by Alfred M. Lilienthal, published by
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, (1978).
(25) Author's interview with Hans Eysenck. This also explains why many blacks
find it difficult to compete in white society and are "disproportionately" involved in
crime.
(2Q For documentation on the reality of Jewish control of HoIIy wood, see The Jewish Image in American Film, by (the presumably Jewish author) Lester D. Friedman,
and Neal Gablerts An Empire of their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood. Both
books are published by respectable, mainstream publishers and can in no way be
construed as anti-Semitic except by the sick, diseased minds of the Anti-Defamation
League, the Zionist "thought police" and their fellow travellers.

Although anti-Semites have made enormous capital out of the Jewishness of Hollywood and the wailing and gnashing of teeth which accornpanies any mention of these
inconvenient facts, it is probably true that in the main the Jews of Hollywood were
patriotic Americans. Unfortunately though, Ilollywood became a hotbed of communist subversion in the thirties, and its ethnic make-up may well have contributed
to dragging the United States into the Second World War, although in the main,
Churchill, Roosevelt and their paymasters were responsible for that act of calculated
madness.

There is also some evidence that Hotlywood media moguls went on to manufacture
"evidence" of Nazi atrocities for the Nuremberg show trials after the war - the
writer Bud Schulberg for example.

Q7) In a free market the power of Jewish (or any other) businesses is a reflection
not of their own hegemony but of consumer sovereignty.
(28) Although most of these Zionist lobbying organisations represent themselves as
"Jewish", eg the Board of Deputies of "British" Jews, it should be clearly understood that in the first instance they are Zionist, and are therefore acting as the unregistered agents of a foreign power. In the thirties aad forties, many "Jewish" organisations were communist fronts. The communists thoroughly infiltrated the Jewish community and wilfully perpetuated the myth that communism is Jewish.
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Q,9) Zionists have consistently and irresponsibly supported massive immigration of
unassimilable aliens into the Western world, ruthlessly attacking all opponents of
such immigration as racist, fascist or even Nazi. Many of these immigrants have now
organised powerful lobbies of their own, and, ironically, most of these are violently
opposed to Zionist Imperialism, particularly the Islamic ones.

(30) The oppressors of the Palestinian people and the murderers of their children
actually refer to Arafat as a terrorist. Talk about chutzpalt.
QL) The Lobby, page 189, (op cit).
(32) One such politician who was ousted by the Zionist Lobby was long-serving US
Congressman Paul Findley, who subsequently wrote a book about the Zionists' dirty
tricks. It was called, appropriately enough., They Dare To Speak Out.
(33) In German Reparations and the Jewish World, * Ronald Zweig states that from
1953 to 54, "the Federal Republic budget allocated the equivalent of $73,800,000 for
reparations payments to Israel. " That was the first year of the reparations agreement; some of this was for the resettlement of the victims of Nazism, but far more
enormous sunr have been paid to the Jewish state since.
(34) The figure of six million has been the subject of increasingly heated debate in
recent years, although it will not be discussed here. In any case, the Nazi persecution
of the Jews (which the German Zionist movement condoned) is not seriously open to
question. The real issue though, however many Jews the Nazi regime murdered, is
how is it that "compensation" should be paid by future generations of Germans to
citizens of a state which did not even exist at the time the alleged murders took
place?
(35) Ben-Gurion, the first Prime Minister of Israel, once said "...every religious Jerv
has daily violated the precepts of Judaism by remaining in the diaspora." and
"Whoever dwells outside the land of Israel is considered to have no god." * Ben-Gurion was not a religious Jew but was a Jew by accident of birth only. By what divine
right do Zionists, people of the cosh, tell Jews, People of the Book, how to live a good
Jewish life? Talk about chutzpalt.

* Quoted from

page 76 of BehittdThe Balfour Declarationrby Robert John, (op cit).

(3O It should also be borne in mind that just as not all Jews are Zionists, neither
are aI[ Zionists Jews. Many non-Jews from fundamentalist Christians to pragmatic
Western politicians have openly espoused Zionism, for a variety of reasons.
(37) B'nai

B'rith

is an

older, fraternal organisation.
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(3$) To put such "anti-semitism" in perspective, it should
be recalled that this was
an era in which the "Iower classes" had to know their place, and in which
women,
blacks and many others were regarded as second class citizens or worse.
Jews were
often the butt of thoughtless, stereotypical remarks (as indeed were
many others)
and were generally not admitted to "polite socieer", even though the
United States
has always been a far less class conscious society than Britain.

When this is taken into consideration it wilt be seen that by and large
the Jews did
not suffer anything Iike as much as some of them would nowadays h'u""
* believe.
Although there may have been occasional anti-Jewish violence in Western nations
there were certainly no pogroms as there were in Poland and Russia. It
was these
which caused the great Jewish emigration of the late 19th and early 20th
Century,
although even these persecutions were not always as bad as we u".
!.n".ully led to
believe nowadays. Persecution and suffering have in some sense become
part of the
Jewish pyche.
@9) The New Anrt-Semitism, by Arnold.Forster and Benjamin R. Epstein, published
by McGraw-Hill, New yorlg (L974).

(40) Lilien thal, The Zionist Connectiot?, page 409, (op cit).
(41) Lilienthal, page 408, (ibid).

(42) Page 18, Foreign Policy And Ethni.c Interest Groups: Anterica,
and Canadi.a,
Jews Lobby for Israel, by David Howard Goldberg, published by Greenwood press,
New York, (1990).
(43) It was actually renamed from AZCPA (the American Zionist
Committee for
Public Affairs). Goldberg, Foreign policy,page 16, (ibid).
(44) Arnold Forster reported this is a 1975 article on the

Bulletitr.

*

ADL in the Wiener Library

,

"In April 1973 Senator J. William Fulbright, then chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, declared on CBS television that
'Israel controls the Senate,.',
Six months later, the day after the Yom Kippur attack on Israel, an interviewer

suggested that this was a 'fairly serious charge,. Fulbright replied, ;The charge
is a
fact of lifet. " Forster described this as an attack!

*

Tlte Anti-Defamation League, by Arnold Forsterr page 55, Wiener Library Bulletin,
1975 Vol. )OffIII new series Nos. 33/34. The Wiener Library, founded by Alexander

Wiener, monitors anti-Semitic and related material. It is based in London and Israel. Unlike other "Jewish anti-fascist" organisations it does not campaign to destroy civil liberties.
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(45) Writing as long ago as L965, George Thayer described the machinations of this
perfidious organisation thus: " ffhe Board of Deputiesl backed the passage of the
Public Order Act of L936 that subsequently curbed Fascist activities in Britain; and
it is, among other things, currently helping to promote the passage of a bill to make
incitement to racial hatred a criminal offence. "

It is this subversion of democracy, in particular the wilful destruction of individual
rights on the speciops grounds of promoting racial "tolerance", which more than
anything else has been responsible for the proliferation of anti-Jewish conspiracy
theories and the incitement of hatred against Jews in general. Ordinary Jews, particularly pious, religious Jews - Iike the goyim - simply want to be left alone. The

Board of Deputies and the rest of the self-styled Jewish establishment has done, and
continues to do, a great disserviee to the people they claim to represent and to defend.

*

Page 83, The Britislt Political Fringe: A Profile, by George Thayer, published by
Anthony Blond, London, (1965).

(aQ In an interview with editor Gerry Gable published in the Jewish Cltronicle in
October L987, it was claimed that Searclilight was founded in L964. In the July 1993
issue of Searchlight the editorial (which was, presumably, written by Gable) referred
to Searchlight's "31years of existence".
(47) This must not be interpreted as condemnation of Kahane, only of his openness.
An Amnesty International report @mbargoed for 27 llday 1993) revealed that since
the expulsion of more than 400 men by the Israelis the previous December (itself a
criminal act), over a hundred Palestinians had been shot dead by Israeli forces, more
than thirty of them under seventeen year"s of age! For the murderers and thugs in
the kraeli goyernment to condemn Kahane for speaking his mind and then to sanction the murders of schoolchildren is the most bare-faced hypocrisy.

(48) Uncomfurtable Questions For Comfortable Jews, by Rabbi Meir Kahane, published by Lyle Stuart Inc., Secaucus, New Jersey, (1987).
(49) Kahane, page 11, (ibid).
(50) Kahane, page 41, (ibid).
(51) Kahane, page 39, (ibid).
(52) Although the Protocols is a proven fake and too ridiculous for words, it is an
unfortunate fact that the conspiratorial activity of many Zionist organisations - their
wire-pulling behind the scenes - fits the Protocols to a tee.
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(53) Kahane, page 42, (op cit).

(54) Nowadays, anti-Semitism is more of an industry than a religious concept.
Many printers - especially in Sussex - earn a considerable percentage of their income
by printing for anti-Semitic groups; many academics make a lucrative living out of
"researching" and writing books about anti-semitisml and many politicians 'especially in the United States - receive considerable sums from Zionist organisations for
condemning anti-Semitism.
(55) Private information.

(5Q Kahane, page 28, (op cit).

(57) Directed by Marvin Chomsky, who, presumably, is no relation to Noam
Chomsky. A pseudo-documentary on the "Holocaust", a French film called Sltoah,
was released in 1986.
(58) The Times,23 Septembet 1982, page 5.

(59) Page 167, Israel In Lebanon: The Report of the International Commission to enquire into its reported vfuilations of International Law by Israel durin.g tlte invasion of Lebanon, published by Ithaca Press, (1983).
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